POLY POWER.
ZOOM SIMPLICITY.

NEXT-GENERATION VIDEO CONFERENCING
WE CONNECT PEOPLE, NOT THINGS

Poly (formerly Polycom and Plantronics) is the global communications company that powers authentic human connection and collaboration with end-to-end solutions.

Committed to make communication even easier for your customers, the Poly + Zoom partnership ensures you can achieve more. Our high-quality headsets, voice, video and video-interop solutions work simply and flexibly with Zoom, creating a one-stop shop for all your organization’s personal and group collaboration device needs. With Poly, the Zoom Rooms, Zoom Meetings and Zoom Phone experiences are better than ever.

OUR VALUE TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND PARTNERS

• **Business leaders**—Poly + Zoom bring you and your teams more ways to improve communication and collaboration, and thus improve productivity.

• **IT managers**—Poly devices are easy-to-install and manage—built with Zoom in mind.

• **Business partners**—Today’s Poly + Zoom users are on the go and at their desks. Our global support helps them wherever they are.

BEST ZOOM EXPERIENCES—END TO END

• Wherever you interact with the Zoom video platform, Poly is there, powering authentic human connection and collaboration.

• Purpose-built solutions for Zoom Rooms help you get up and running in minutes.

• Poly desk, conference and speaker phones are certified for Zoom Phone—elevating the audio conferencing experience for every Zoom Phone user.

• Poly headsets deliver focused audio—so you can hear and be heard clearly in Zoom Meetings and on Zoom Phone calls.
Never underestimate the power of clear audio and dynamic video.

POLY + ZOOM SIMPLICITY

Never underestimate the power of clear audio and dynamic video.
POLY SOLUTIONS FOR ZOOM ROOMS
DELIVER A SIMPLY-GET-IT-DONE EXPERIENCE

Next-generation room solutions from Poly, optimized and certified for Zoom, bring together every powerful idea, every human emotion, every spark of genius. So teams can go big, we’ve got video endpoints (think ultra HD), conference phones, headsets and more to make every meeting better—in every type of workspace. For a reliable, seamless experience, nothing beats Poly + Zoom.

FOR HUDDLE SPACES

Poly Studio X30 is a radically simple video bar with Zoom Rooms built in.

Poly Studio is a premium USB video bar certified for Zoom Rooms.

FOR SMALL/MEDIUM SPACES

Poly Studio X30 not only works great in huddle spaces, this incredibly simple video bar with Zoom Rooms is built to work well in small and medium spaces too.

Poly Studio X50 is a radically simple video bar with Zoom Rooms built in—specially designed for medium rooms.

FOR LARGE SPACES

Poly G7500 is a flexible video-conferencing and content-sharing solution with Zoom Rooms built in.

To learn more about Poly solutions for Zoom, visit [www.poly.com/zoom](http://www.poly.com/zoom).
MAKE POWERFUL CONNECTIONS WITH POLY + ZOOM

ZOOM MEETINGS AND ZOOM PHONE
Zoom Meetings for desktop and mobile provides the tools to make every meeting a great one. Poly headsets and personal portable speakerphones officially support Zoom and add enterprise-quality audio across all your communication devices.

MOBILE
Enable rich audio connections, no matter where mobile professionals are.

Voyager 8200

Voyager Focus UC Series

Voyager 6200 UC

Voyager Office and UC Series

OFFICE
Help block distractions, specifically in open offices where noise can be nonstop.

Voyager 4200 UC and Office Series

Blackwire 5200 Series

Savi 8200 Office and UC Series

Voyager Focus UC Series
VIRTUAL
Portable, personal speakerphones from Poly let you turn wherever you’re working into a more professional-sounding space. With a Calisto speakerphone, just plug and play and get right to work—at home, remotely or in the office.

ZOOM PHONES
Seamlessly elevate the Zoom Phone experience. Poly desk phones feature legendary audio and simple deployment options.

Poly VVX 350 is a 6-line, mid-range IP phone with a 3.5” color display designed for small- to medium-sized businesses.

Poly VVX 450 is a 12-line, long-range IP phone with a 4.3” color display and HD audio for businesses of all sizes.

Poly Trio Series is a certified audio device for Zoom Phone and can act as the Zoom Rooms meeting and room controller, providing Poly legendary audio quality to PC-based Zoom Rooms.
To learn more about Poly solutions for Zoom, visit www.poly.com/zoom.

SOFTWARE
Get the tools you need to deploy with confidence.
Accelerate your business when you add a software solution to monitor and maintain your devices and headsets. Drive the adoption of new initiatives, troubleshoot issues and manage inventory more effectively. Add Plantronics Manager Pro SaaS or Polycom Device Management Service for access to actionable insights to improve business processes, employee performance and compliance.

SERVICES
Amplify your device experience on your choice of platform.
The Poly Professional Services team provides you with the expertise to effectively plan, deploy, operate and support any Zoom environment. For global organizations, Managed Services can provide a one-stop shop experience to streamline Zoom Rooms.
LET’S TAKE YOUR MEETINGS FROM SO-SO TO WHOA

Learn more about Poly solutions for Zoom today at [www.poly.com/zoom](http://www.poly.com/zoom).